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officer” who would be the eyes and ears of the KGB
and enforce obedience and submission to the
ideology and orders of the Communist Party.
I assume that, if the Russian military really had
“political officers,” they don’t anymore.
But we do, it seems. They are called “equal
opportunity officers.”
From the Fox website:
Two weeks ago, a routine meeting was held at the
Mississippi base with various leaders of the 158th
Infantry Brigade. During the meeting, they discussed
IT TAKES A FIRST CLASS MAN TO MAN A SHIP THAT IS an upcoming Christmas football tournament. The
CALLED BATAAN !!
equal opportunity officer immediately objected to
the usage of the word “Christmas.”
Where in the world does the time go -- it was just a
short time ago that we were celebrating Easter, at
least that is what it seems like, and now we are
looking at the new year. I guess that when one
reaches our age, time is jut a word, and little to do
with our real age.

“Our equal opportunity representative stopped the
briefing and told us that we can’t say Christmas,” the
soldier told me. “Almost the entire room blew up.
Everybody was frustrated. The equal opportunity rep
told our commander that not everyone celebrates
Christmas and we couldn’t say Christmas celebration.

The Board of Directors sends a most Blessed It had to be holiday celebration.”
Christmas and a Healthy and Prosperous New Year to
The soldier said there was a brief, but heated
all. (take notice that I used the word "CHRISTMAS"
discussion about political correctness. At one point,
and not "holiday" )
the equal opportunity representative tried to deflect

Military at Center of War on
Christmas
Posted By Mark Horne on Dec 26, 2013

the criticism by pointing out it was the Army’s rules –
not hers.
“She said an individual can say Christmas, but as an
organization in the Army you can’t say Christmas,”

I don’t know much about Soviet Russian history, but the soldier told me.
I’ve seen more than one purported historic movie So what does the Army have to say about the DEOMI
that shows the Soviet army with a special class of officer’s edict? (Defense
“political officers.” The idea was that the Soviet Management Institute)

Equal

Opportunity

troops were patriotic for Russia but they had a basic “There is no policy at the 158th Infantry Brigade, First
sense of right and wrong that could be a danger to Army Division East or First Army that forbids using the
the ruling regime. So, among the regular officers the word ‘Christmas’,” Public Affairs Chief Amanda Glenn
Soviet politburo would always assign a “political told me. She told me that there was a discussion in
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the meeting about the football tournament. She said beliefs, all donated holiday cards are reviewed by a
it was meant to be a team building event and it had multi-disciplinary team of staff led by chaplaincy
no tie to a specific religious event or holiday services and determined if they are appropriate (noncelebration.

religious) to freely distribute to patients. We regret

“The Equal Opportunity advisor simply stated that it this process was not fully explained to this group and
would be more appropriate to call it a holiday football apologize for any misunderstanding.”
event,” she said.

There’s no need to pretend anything right or good is

But Attorney Berry tells me that it was made very going on here. Our military personnel are captive to
clear to the soldiers in the room that the name hostile secular forces. Atheists and other nonchange was not merely a suggestion.

Christian servicemen don’t want to censor Christian

“She stated that the word Christmas had to be culture. This is the work of an intolerant, totalitarian
replaced with the word holiday,” Berry said.

secular regime. The only reason this is happening in

The soldier who contacted me said it was just another the military and not everywhere is because the
instance of the military trying to curtail public regime does not yet have total control over people
expressions of the Christian faith.

everywhere.

“Between the Air Force and the Army – it’s like they But it has control of the military and it is showing us,
don’t like Christian values, they don’t like the word in how it treats them, what it wants for the rest of us
Christ or Christmas,” the soldier said. “They don’t like
The above is only the beginning of total destruction
you talking about it.”
And, as if on cue, the very next day, on Christmas, we of our religious beliefs. We have allowed the minority
see another version of the same ideological to dictate what should and should not be -- yes our
intervention in American institutions.
Constitution protects the minority, but, and I am not
On Monday morning the boys and girls were planning an attorney , does this mean that we, the majority
on hand delivering the cards to the wounded must "bow" to the wishes of the minority? For
veterans. Chapman called the hospital to make final hundreds of years we have celebrated Christmas with
words and deeds -- even the non-Christian members
arrangements and that’s when she learned there was
of our society have never interfered with these
a problem.
practices and in turn were never interfered with their
“I told him my students made cards, we’d like to bring
beliefs or traditions -- many of our public buildings
them down for the veterans,” Chapman told the have inscriptions that were put there many years ago,
television station. “And he said, ‘That’s great. We’re and now -- we are to remove them? Our flag is
thrilled to have them, except the only thing is, we desecrated , flown upside down, etc -- and we can
can’t accept anything that says ‘Merry Christmas’ or not do a thing about it because "they, the
‘God bless you’ or any scriptural references because desecraters, have a constitutional protection that
gives them the right to do as they please. We have
of all the red tape.’”
allowed this to happen during the Vietnam War, and
A VA official quoted the policy which is in the
we did not stop them -- we even allowed them to
Veterans Health Administration handbook:
burn their draft card and escape to Canada so to
“In order to be respectful of our veterans’ religious protect them from being drafted into the military --
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protect the freedom that gives the decenter the right
to object -- desecrate our flag , tear apart our
religious beliefs --only to have them demand their
rights above the majority.

on the mailing label of this newsletter. An example
-- Able BAKER (May 04) -- this means that member
Able BAKER has paid up to year 2004 an is therefore
delinquent. What we have decided to do, is to place
a
on the first page of this newsletter to indicate
that this is your last Newsletter. To be
NEWS ABOUT THE PAYMENT PLAN FOR THE reinstated -- 2 years dues ($30.00) will do it, so,
BRANSON REUNION --please keep up your membership!
A 50% deposit is requested by March 15, 2014 with I remember a time in America when our flag meant
final payment due by April 15, 2014. Refunds after something important to most Americans. If someone
May 8 will be on a
case by case basis. let the flag accidentally touch the ground they were
reprimanded for disrespecting the flag and violating
QUESTIONS??? CALL this number :
the US Flag Code.That all changed in the 1960’s with
417-338-4048 and we will be happy to assist you . the anti-Vietnam War and Peace Movements. US
For ticketing to additional Branson Shows , call us at flags were trampled, drug through the streets and
417-338-4048. Mail Registration form and check to: even urinated on. Even though it violated the US Flag
Gather Plus, P.O. Box 1023, Branson West, Code, the courts ruled that such disgrace was legal
under the First Amendment right of free speech.
MO 65737
These were the same courts that threw God, the
Bible, Jesus, prayer and the Ten Commandments out
Remember to make your own hotel reservation-of our public schools and government offices.But
HOTEL : The Grand Plaza, 245 North Wildwood now, one law enforcement officer is standing up for
Drive. For hotel reservations call direct to:
the American flag and it’s none other than America’s
1-800-850-6646; Be sure and mention you are hero cop Maricopa County Sheriff Joe Arpaio. Recall
that it was Arpaio and his Cold Case Posse that
with the USS BATAAN CVL29 reunion to get the
investigated Obama’s birth certificate, Social Security
special rate of $ 84.00 plus tax. The rate is Number and Selective Service Cards and found them
good for 3 days prior and 3 days after the all to be fraudulent.Sheriff Joe is a Korean War
reunion, based on hotel availability. Rooms veteran and takes his patriotism very strongly. He
not reserved by April 15, 2014, will be makes it an effort to hire military veterans of which
released from the group block, SO -- make there are approximately 600 of them currently
working in the Maricopa County Sheriff’s
your reservations early!!!!!
Department. Every morning, the Star Spangled
The application is found on the address page! Banner is played throughout the jails and at night the
inmates hear God Bless America.Last November,
Sheriff Joe launched his American Jailhouse Flag
ATTENTION -- In examining our roster, it was found Initiative where an American flag was hung in every
that many of our former dues payers have been jail cell. With the initiative, inmates are warned not to
delinquent in keeping up their membership deface the American flag or they would be put on
bread and water. Of the nearly 8,000 inmates in the
responsibilities and have not kept up their
Maricopa County jails, 38 of them have defaced the
membership yearly dues. The BOD have decided, in flags in their cells. Being a man of his word, those 38
accordance to our By Laws, that anyone who is inmates have been placed on a diet of bread, which
delinquent in dues payment for a period of two (2) has a very unappetizing looking vegetable concoction
of more years, will be placed in the inactive file and inside, and water for seven days. (The sheriff is
not receive our newsletter. To let you know what constantly being harassed by the media -- he will
probably be taken to court for his action by the ACLU)
year you have been credited for, that year is placed
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WHEN -- MAY 14 -- 18' 2014;
WHERE -- BRANSON, MISSOURI --

HOTEL : The Grand
Plaza, 245 North
Wildwood Drive.
For hotel
reservations call
direct to:
1-800-850-6646; Be
sure and mention
you are with the
USS BATAAN CVL29
reunion to get the
special rate of
$84.00 plus tax. The
rate is good for 3
days prior and 3
days after the
reunion, based on
hotel availability.
Rooms not reserved
by April 15, 2014,
will be released
from the group
block, SO -- make
your reservations

WE NEED SOMEONE TO BE WILLING TO ORGANIZE A REUNION FOR 2015 !!!

THUNDER ON THE FLIGHT DECK
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BY

LT. L. VICTOR STRUB
Tearing at your hair, pounding your body, compressing your cheeks and whipping tears from your
eyes is a tornado of wind. Arms length in front of you spins a fifteen foot circle of steel, the three bladed
propeller of a navy fighting plane. Under your feet is a pitching deck, slippery from a thunder shower and oil
spray. Your left hand clings to the plane's landing gear while your right hand carries a heavy chock, ready at
any moment to be dropped forward of the wheel you are following. You are a "chock man" -- a member of
the flight deck crew of an aircraft carrier, a vital clog in the performance of her purpose, but to many of us
an unknown and unappreciated contributor to victory.
Nine hundred and fifteen enemy planes destroyed in one week. Fifteen enemy warships sunk.
Impressive figures these, especially when they are the score of but one carrier task force on a single major
operation, indicative of the tremendous striking power our navy has mustered for the final blows to the
sons of Nippon. And, high praise is due to the pilots of planes from these carriers, from whose bomb and
rocket racks and machine gun barrels came the well aimed forces of destruction that ultimately wrecked
such havoc. But back on the carriers and close behind that final coup de grase, was the vital coordinated
work of many men, which, like so many other steps leading to it was as necessary as the trained skill of the
pilots themselves.
Let's take a look at the work of these men aboard one of Uncle Sam's typical carriers -- a CVL, midway
in size between the big Essex class and the small escort jobs. Such a one as --- call it "Carrier B", a veteran of
action from the shores of New Guiena to the cost of Japan. And, just to make the picture more genuine,
imagine yourself on board as the observer, privilege to share the thrills and excitement of a day's operation - a strike against another of the enemy's fast dwindling strongholds.
Reveille will be early -- two and a half hours before sunrise -- but that is an old story out here where
fourteen hours is a routine working day. Time to wash the sleep from one's eyes, perhaps make a few quick
passes with the razor, and the word goes around that breakfast is being served in the wardroom. At the
long tables pilots and air department personnel are already making the most of hot cakes and "eggs as you
like 'em", while aft in the crew's mess hall the same "chow" is being served, less fancy but just as
wholesome, cafeteria fashion.
Soon the thrilling notes of flight quarters are sounded over the ship's loud speaker system by the
bugler, and with a last gulp of coffee, chairs are shoved backward and everyone is on his way to answer the
summons of the bo's'n mate -- "all hands, man your flight quarter stations 1'. Slipping into your borrowed
flight jacket and helmet -- needed protection in these latitudes against that top side wind --, and buckling on
the ubiquitous life belt, you join the stream of clattering feet moving up the ladders.

Overhead, the old familiar stars are clear and bright as they glide in and out among the scudding,
black clouds. But their light is almost lost in the darkness of the flight deck, so that you are thankful for the
guiding hand that steers you over to the island and up the ladder to the bridge, from which vantage point
you will enjoy a box seat for the show below.
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Gradually your eyes accustom themselves and the scene unfolds. On the flight deck the massive
hulks of many "Hellcat" fighters and "Avenger" torpedo planes are disclosed, their wings folded, wheels
chocked and tie down lines in place, all "spotted" aft in orderly, compact rows. Many dim figures are
vaguely visible, scurrying about at final preparations. The ordnancemen , your guide informs you have been
up for several hours installing the bombs, rockets, and ammunition needed for the this launce. All of their
work must be done in this same style of darkness, for not even a lighted cigarette is allowed topside from
sunset until sunrise.
Preparations are now complete, for suddenly the Air Officer's voice is heard over the "bull horns" -giant loud speakers aimed to cover all areas of the flight deck --, ordering all hands to "standby for
preliminary warm-up!"
Each plane has its assigned "plane captain", who makes its welfare his particular pride and joy,
polishing the shatter proof windshield, inspecting its every moving part and giving these warm up tests that
are additional to those made periodically by the more experienced mechanics. Having warmed the engines,
gradually, they are accelerated to the roaring speed necessary to accurately check their operation, then
gradually decelerated and stopped.
Down in the lighted dimness of fighter and torpedo squadron ready rooms, the final briefing has
been given. Pilots and aircrewmen already have donned their conglomeration of gear and harness, are
making last minute notations of the important navigational data. Suddenly the word sounds out through the
loud speaker from the air plot, "pilots man your planes", and the show is under way.\
Trooping out of the passageway and up onto the flight deck, pilots are assisted into their cockpits by
plane captains. There are a few silent minutes while they adjust shoulder straps, plug in radio cords, attach
oxygen tubes and make all of the routine but vital "check offs" preliminary to each flight.
Again over the bull horn, with deliberate emphasis, comes the Air Officer's warning -- "stand clear of
pro----pellers" followed by the command "start --engines". With a roar that this time seems more earnest,
the mighty two thousand horsepower monsters come to life in unison -- THERE IS THUNDER ON THE FLIGHT
DECK.
Your voice is now useless against this cacophony of noise, and it is only by visual signals that
directions can be given. During daylight hours this is a simple matter, with a variety of standardized hand
singles employed to call for anything from unlocking of a tail wheel to the opening of a cowl flap or
spreading of wings. But in this blackness of pre-dawn take off, some lights are necessary, and it is the
breaking out of these few, dim guarded lights on the flight deck, that indicates the approaching climax of
this morning's launch.
Under your feet the ever moving deck, vibrating with shock as each wave is split and tossed aside
from the plunging bow, gradually lists with the ship as the helmsman brings her around, directly int tha
wind. The Captain and Air Officer together check the wind's direction and velocity; it is now whipping by so
fast that you make haste to secure the buckle of your chin strap to stop it slapping against your cheek. On
the flight deck, the foremost planes are taxing forward, pilots following explicitly the signaled instruction
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and guidance of a plane director, with chockman, blurrily visible, clinging to each wheel strut despite that
tearing force of the slip stream.
Because of the limited length of the flight deck, planes must first be catapulted until there is
sufficient runway available for a normal take - off. "Carrier B" has two catapults, one located on each side of
the deck at the bow, so arranged that planes can be launched alternately -- one firing while a plane is being
adjusted in place on the other. It is a complicated series of events, requiring the highest degree of team
work and timing, but, run off with a speed, precision and finesse by experienced crew like a routine drill of
the Roxy Chorus.

The first two planes are now on the catapults, their engines once again "revved" up to pass the
pilot's final check. On the bridge, with a nod from the Captain, the Air Officer flashes the "go" signal. When
visibility is better, a green flag is used for the same purpose to indicate that all is clear for flight operations.
Forward and to one side of plane number one, the catapult officer is waiting. He receives the thumbs
up signal from his crewman, points his wand at the pilot and rotates it rapidly. The pilot advances his
throttle to full power and the giant engine leaps into action; it's huge three bladed prop churning back a
tornado of wind that makes the tail surfaces shudder. A last glance at the instruments, his hear set back
firmly against the rest, and the pilot signals he is ready. Down sweeps the catapult officer's arm, the signal
is relayed below to the catapult shack and the huge machine drives forward to send the plane flying into
the air -- accelerated to a speed of eighty miles per hour in the distance of a few feet !
Seconds later the other catapult is fired, while down the deck in a steady stream, passed on from the
skillful guidance of one director to another, more planes are being taxied forward. Somewhere along the
line there is a moments hesitation as a handling crew dashes out, struggling to maintain footing in the
slippery stream of the Hellcat ahead while they spread their wings on this fighter, just in front of a flashing
prop behind.
One after the other they go, in intervals amazingly short, leaping out into space and off on their
mission. With every second counting, this operation requires a coordination and teamwork of the highest
caliber. And its demonstrated achievement can be largely attributed to those factors which are part of every
American youth -- the timing and teamwork learned in football, baseball, and basketball are the same
elements here utilized to get maximum results in our effort.
Impressed by these thoughts, you notice that the officer is no longer directing planes forward as the
last plane is catapulted -- all hands dash for the security of the catwalks. Aft, in the middle of the deck, the
fly-one officer points his wand towards the pilot of a plane spotted there. Apparently he receives a signaled
"OK", for he whirls his light overhead and the engine speeds up in accompaniment until the desired
crescendo is reached -- his wand sweeps dramatically forward -- breaks are released and the plane glides
ahead. Slowly at first, it rapidly accelerates until , just as the bow is reached, the flying speed is gained , and
with a slight turn the fighter is off into the dawn. Looking aft again you see other planes already taxing up to
the take off spot and the performance repeated until all planes scheduled are airborne.
(to be continued in our next issues)
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Sando Cosenza -- Secretary
USS BATAAN CVL29/LHD5 ASSOCIATION
4448 East Cheyenne Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85044-1619

IT TAKES A FIRST CLASS FIGHTING MAN TO MAN A SHIP THAT IS CALLED BATAAN !
=CUT====CUT======CUT============CUT==========CUT===========CUT====
BRANSON, MISSOURI REUNION FORM; MAY 14 - 18, 2014
Name________________________________________Spouse_____________________________
Guest (1)_____________________ (2)__________________________ (3)_____________________
Address__________________________________City__________________State_________-Zip_______
Telephone_____________________ Email_____________________

Please register me for the Activity Package Total ____________________# of Attendees'
Total # Attendees X $ 199.00 = $__________________
Total Due ……………

$__________________

A 50% deposit is requested by March 15, 2014 with final payment due by April 15, 2014. Refunds after May 8
will be on a case by case basis. QUESTIONS??? CALL this number --417-338-4048 and we will be happy to
assist you . For ticketing to additional Branson Shows , call us at --- 417-338-4048. Mail Registration form and
check to:
Gathering Plus
P.O. Box 1023, Branson West, MO 65737

